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Due to the extreme urgency of our mission I have worked to re¬ 
move some of the fundamental barriers from our progress. 

► 
The chief stumbling block, huge above all others, Is the upset 

we have with POTENTIAL TROUBLE SOURCES and their relationship to 
Suppressive persons or groups. 

A POTENTIAL TROUBLE SOURCE Is defined as a person who while 
active In Scientology or a pc yet remains connected to a person or 
group that Is a suppressive person or group. 

A SUPPRESSIVE PERSON or GROUP Is one that actively seeks to 
suppress or damage Scientology or a Scientologist by Suppressive 
Acts. 

SUPPRESSIVE ACTS are acts calculated to Impede or destroy 
Scientology or a Scientologist and which are listed at length In 
this policy letter. 

A Scientologist caught In the situation of being In Scientolog 
while still connected with a Suppressive person or group Is given a 
Present Time Problem of sufficient magnitude to prevent case gain, 
as only a PTP can halt progress of a case. Only ARC breaks worsen 
It. To the PTP Is added ARC Breaks with the suppressive person or 
group. The result Is no-gain or deterioration of a case by reason 
of the suppressive connection In the environment. Any Scientologist 
in his own experience, can probably recall some such cases and thel 
subsequent upset. 

Until the environment Is handled, nothing beneficial can happe 
Cuite the contrary. In the most flagrant of such cases the Scien¬ 
tologist's case worsened and the suppressive person or group sent 
end I css•reports to press, police, authorities and the public in 
genera I. 

Unless the Potential Trouble Source, the precloar caught up 
in this, can be made to take action of an environmental nature to 
end the situation one has a pc or Scientologist who may cave In or 
squirrel because of no case gain and also a hostile environment 
for Sclontology. 

This policy letter gives the means and provides the policy for 
gefting the above situation handled. 

A Potential Trouble Source may receive no processing until the 
situation Is handled. 

A Suppressive Person or Group becomes "fair game". • 

By FAIR GAME is meant, without rights for self, possessions 
or position, and no Scientologist may bo brought before a Committee 
of Evidence or punished for any action taken against a Suppressive 
Person or Group during the period that person or group Is "fair 
game". 

The famlllos and adherents of Suppressive persons or groups 
may not receive processing. It does not matter whether they are or 
are not Scientologists. If the families or adherents of suppressive 
persons or groups are processed, any auditor doing so Is guilty of 
a misdemeanour. (See HCO Policy Lotter of March 7, 1965,Issue II). 

A Potential Trouble Sourco knowingly permitting himself or her 
self or the Suppressive porson to bo processed without advising the 
auditor or Sclontology authorities Is guilty of a crime. (See HCO 
Policy Lotter of Mar-h 7, 1965, Issue II). 
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SUPPRESSIVE acts 

Suppressive Ac+s arc defined as actions or omissions undertaken 
to knowingly suppress, reduce or Impede Scientology or Scientolo¬ 
gists. 

Such Suppressive Acts Include public disavowal of Scientology 
or Scientologists In good standing with Scientology Organizations; 
public statements against Scientology or Scientologists but not to 
Committees of Evidence duly convened; proposing, advising or voting 
for legislation or ordinances, rules or laws directed toward the 
Suppression of Scientology; pronouncing Scientologists guilty of tho 
practlco of standard Scientology; testifying hostllely before state 
or public Inquiries Into Scientology to suppress It; reporting or 
threatening to report Scientology or Scientologists to civil author¬ 
ities in an effort to suppress Scientology or Scientologists from 
practising or receiving standard Scientology; bringing civil suit 
against any Scientology organization or Scientologist Including 
the non-payment of bills or failure to refund without first calling 
the matter to the attention of the Chairman at Saint Hill and re¬ 
ceiving a reply; demanding the return of any or all fees paid for 
standard training or processing actually received or received In 
part and still available but undelivered only because of departure 
of the person demanding (the fees must bo refunded but this Policy 
Letter applies); writing anti-Sc I ontology letters to the press or 
giving antl-Sc lento Iogy or antl-Sclontologist evidence to the press; 
testifying as a hostile witness against Scientology In public; con¬ 
tinued membership In a divergent group; continued adherence to a 
person or group pronounced a Suppressive person or group by HCO; 
failure to handle or disavow and disconnect from a person demon¬ 
strably guilty of suppresslvo acts; being at tho hire of antl- 
Scientology groups or persons; organizing a splinter group to use 
Scientology data or any part of It to distract people from standard 
Scientology; organizing splinter groups to diverge from Scientology 
practices, still calling It Scientology or calling It something 
else; calling meetings of staffs or field auditors or the public 
to deliver Scientology into the hands of unauthorized persons or 
who will suppress it or alter It or who have no reputation for 
following standard lines and procedures; Infiltrating a Scientology 
group or organlzqiion or staff to stir up discontent or protest 
at the Instigation of hostile forces; 1st degree murder, arson, 
disintegration of persons or belongings not guilty of suppressive 
acts; mutiny: seeking to splinter off an area of Scientology and 
deny it to properly constituted authority for personal profit, 
personal power or "to save the organization from the higher officers 
of Scientology"; engaging in malicious rumour-mongering to destroy 
the authority or ropute of higher officers or the loading names 
of Scientology or to "safeguard’ a position; delivering up the 
person of a Scientologist without defense or protest to the de¬ 
mands of civil or crinlnal law; falsifying records that then Im¬ 
peril a Scientologist; receiving money, favours or encouragement 
to suppress Scientology or Scientologists; sexual or sexually per¬ 
verted conduct contrary to the well being or good state of mind of 
a Scientologist In good standing or under the charge of Scientology 
such as a student, a preclear, a ward or a patient; blackmail of 
Scientologists or Scientology organizations threatened or accom¬ 
plished - In which case the crime being used for blackmail purposes 
becomes fully outsido the roach of Justice and Is absolved by the 
fact of blackmail unless repeated. 

Suppressive Acts are clearly those covert or overt acts know¬ 
ingly calculated to reduce or destroy the Influence or activities 
of Scientology or provent case gains or continued Scientology succ¬ 
ess and activity on the part of a Scientologist. As persons or 
groups that would do such a thing act out of self Interest only to 
the detriment of all others, they cannot be granted the rights and 
bolngness ordinarily accorded rational beings and so placo them¬ 
selves beyond any consideration for their feelings or well being. 

If a person or a group that has committed a suppressive act 
comes to his, her or their senses and recants, the HCO Secretary: 

A. Tells the person or group to stop committing present time 
overts and to cease all attacks and suppressions so he, she or 
they can get a case gain; .; . i- , ..... . 

< 



res I ? 2a thelr^i* pubMc e^nounc-Jficnfto the effect'that they 
+ . !'°n5 Were *gnorant end unfounded and stating where 

possible the influences or motivations which caused them to attemot 

TEn’!! °\“ttack Scientology gets It signed Lfore wTtnlssel 
and published broadly, particularly to persons dlrectiy Influenced 
?p+!°rmer y®sfocf£ted with tho former of fender or offenders. The 
Vc: should be calculated to expose any conspiracy to suppress 

Scientology or the preclear.or Scientologist if such exited 

lclrinC; .5°P^re tralnln9 beginning at HAS at their expense If Div¬ 
iders; 9 ®nd Process,n9> have the person or the group 

tne ?; thsk!ust?»%T!e^e "ot+cr K,th cop,os of •♦•♦•■•-r •*« 
+hf* J"*0™ th* Chairman at Saint Hill and forward a duplicate 

of the original copy which shows signatures. 

+hri nUUT i a Suppresstvo person or group is absolved,but not during 
e period when the person requests and has a Committee of Evidence, 

2M" 1ty occ?° Scientology Justice other than this HCO 
hn ILH+!er ap? !es +0 such persons, no Committee of Evidence may 
any k idddiSi+ anY Sc,en|0,°9,st °r Person for any offenses of 
ay kind against the suppressive person except to establish In 

°t roai f,spu+e whether or not tho person was suppressing 
either Scientology or the Scientologist. 9 

The homes, property, places and abodes of persons who have 

2 a ++eRpt,n9 +o suppress Scientology or Scientoloql sts 
ved ,a r pr°+ec+fon of Scientology Justice, unless absol¬ 
ved by later Justice or an amnesty. 

Such persons are in tho same category as those whose certifi¬ 
cates have been cancelled, and persons whose certificates, classi¬ 
fications and awards have been cancelled are also In this category. 

The imagination must not be stretched to place this label on 
a person. Errors, misdemeanours and crimes do not label a person as 
a Suppressive Person or Group. Only High Crimes do so. 

A Committee of Evidence may be called by any Convening Author¬ 
ity who wishos more concrete evidence of efforts to Suppress Scien¬ 
tology or Sc IentoIog!sts but If such a Committee’s findings, passed 
on, establish boyond reasonable doubt Suppressive Acts, this Policy 
Letter applies and the person is fair gama* 

Outright or covert acts knowingly designed to Impede or des¬ 
troy Scientology or Scientologists Is what Is meant by Acts Suppres¬ 
sive of Scientology or Scientologists. 

The greatest good for the greatest number of dynamics requires 
that actions destructive of the advance of the many, by Sclentoloqy 
moans, overtly or covertly undertaken with the direct target of 
destroying Scientology as a whole, or a Scientologist In particular, 
be summarily handled duo to the character of the reactive mind and 
.he consequent Impulses of the Insane or near Insane to ruin every 
chance of Mankind via Sclentoloqy. 

POTENTIAL TROUBLE SOURCE 

A Scientologist connected by familial or other ties to a per¬ 
son who Is guilty of Suppressive Acts is known as a Potential 
Trouble Source or Trouble Source. Tho history of Dlanetlcs and 

in ~J°!?9V iS strCi‘vr' + f These. Confused by emotional ties, dogged 
in refuslnq to give up Scientology, yet Invalidated by a suppressive 
person at every turn they cannot, having a PTP, make case gains. If 
they would act with determination one way or tho other - reform 
the suppressive person or disconnect, they could then make qalns 
and recover their potential. If they make no determined move, they 
eventually succumb.* «: r - • ,, 1 

*•' ’• ~- . 
Therefore this Policy Letter extends to suppressive non-Sclen- 

tology wives and husbands and parents, or other family members or 



father or mother or ot he/f ami ^connect Ion Jh^ls attemot lU^to"^ 

»IinS;?^|^SSrfn0 ,'SIV 

E%? ?t£Sv~- 
c....%rotbr:,.",A,tu:i{!.?,T%usy: ki^*" oppropr,”+a «♦'•« *° 

or sc!on+o["ogyr°Thc ^pr.'jj.rjittoKs^.Tsis^St^ris'ssir1' 

to. rrs:„reotrvc^esBj^:„?iBn?0r:bnfp 
source publicly publishing the feet, »s In the Iegaf°not!ces°of 6 
c, r’ub'lc enncuncemonts end taklnq eny required 
'Ijii °c!'?n surb ”s C'Pbvoeel. seperetI on or dlJorce end there- 
theCperson'or griup“ comnun I cat Ion end disassociating free, 

tr„ „Unw = rran,e<! on threatened disconnection has the recourse of II FviII°" P< 9ro“P being disconnected from requesting a Committee 
Evidence from the nearest Convening Authority (or HCO) and oro- 

ducing to the Committee any evidence of actual material assistance 
to Scientology without reservation or bad Intent The Commf+?Ie 
must be convened if requested. * ° Comm'++ee 

artvtd1sconnecti ng, the Scientologist would be well 
advised to fully inform the person he or she accuse of Suppressive 
thQSfiPr<;nnC substance of this policy letter and seek a reform of 

person, disconnecting only when honest efforts to reform the 
person have not been co-operated with or have failed And onlv then 
disconnecting publicly. Such efforts shoulHot be undlw ?2lZ Is 
!!tiJr+Ee£ s of the Potential Trouble Source Is donled or Hlegal 
settle theCma^r e*''sis and a Person not actively socking to9 
pllllssld m”aIISl."!V subJoctcl1 to « Committee of Evidence If 

„ Thc D?®* motives of suppressive rsrsons have been traced to 

baUlXSHrdlh h,ddkn ^s!rOS " fn oneIcasc +h0 wife wanted her hus- 
ba d s death so she could got his money, and fought Sclentologv 
because it was making tho husband well. Without handling the wife 
or the connection with the woman the Scientologist, as family, 
drifted on with the situation and the wife was able to cause a 
toathnen+MC+ ,or\of I onto logy In that area by false testimony 
thinn ? +e 1° 9°v°rn^nt and press. Therefore this Is a serious 
thing - to tolorate or remain connected to a source of actlvo 
suppression of a SciontoIogIst or Sclentoloqy without leaallv dis- 
connecting tho relationship or noting to oxpise the true moUvel 
behind thc hostility and reform the person. No money particularly 
may be accepted as fee or loan from a person who Is ''family" to a 
suppresslve person and therefore a potential trouble sourcl. There 
'S n? source of troublo in Scientology’s history greater than this 
one for frequency and lack of attontion. . : , 

+ ,a *n£01?® ob so I vod of Suppressive Acts by on amnesty or a Commlt- 
J*'® of Ey,deoce ceases to be fair game. Anyone found guilty of 
Suppressive Acts by a Committee of Evidence and Its Convening 
Authorities remains fair game unless saved by an amnesty. 

. ..Th,s ^oMcy Le+t9r «s calculated to prevent future distractions 
of this nature as time goes on. wisirocTions 

fLLG_HIS OF A SUPPRESSiVE PERSON OR GROUP 
• . • * - * . 

—QTIQJJlp—has—fL&__r_l_ghts of any kind 
sHd_ a5jJons *a kon^TgiTnit them are notpun I shdbTeT^ ^ 

However a person or group may be falsely labelled a Suppressive 
*Zr Gr°up* Shou,d +he Person or group claim the labe/to be 

raise, he, she or they may request a Commlttdo of Evidence via 
their nearest HCO. The executive with tho power to convene a - 



Committee of Evidence mutt do so If one !s requested for recourse 
or redress of wrongs. 

The person or representative of the group labelled Suppressive 
Is named as an Interested Party to the Committee. They attend It 
where It convenes. • -c. 

The Committee must pay attention to any actual evidences that 
the person or group that Is accused of being suppressive may pro¬ 
duce particularly to the effect of having helped Scientology or > 
Scientologists or a. Scientologist end If this Is seen to outweigh 
the accusations, proof or lack of It, the person Is absolved. 

• i 

Any knowingly false testimony, forgeries or false witnesses* ■, 
Introduced by the person or group accused of being suppressive can 
result In an Immediate finding against the person or group. 

Any effort to use copies of the testimony or findings of a S 
Committee of Evidence celled for this purpose or holding It to • 
scorn In a civil court Immediately reversed any favourable finding 
and au+omat1caI Iy labels the porson or group suppressive. 

..... * f 

Falling to prove guilt of Suppressive Acts, the Committee must 
absolvo the person or group publicly. 

i 

If the findings, as passed upon by the Convening Authority 
demonstrate guilt, the porson or group Is so labelled as a Suppres-, 
sive Person or Group. 

RECOURSE OF A POTENTIAL TROUBLE SOURCE 

A person labelled a Potential Trouble Source and so barred from 
roceivlng auditing, may request a Committee of Evidence of the near¬ 
est HCO as recourse If he or she contests the allegation,. ? , 

The Committee of Evidence requested must be convened by the 
nearest Convening Authority. 

If ovldences of disconnection are given or If the alleged r 
Suppressive Person or Group Is clearly and beyond reasonable doubt 
shown not to be guilty of Suppressive acts or is shown clearly to 
h3ve reformed, the Committee of Evidence findings and the Convening 
Authority must remove the label of Potential Trouble Source from 
the Scientologist and the label Suppressive Person or Group from 
the suspected person or group. 

But should the formor Potential Trouble Source’s state of case 
show no gain after reasonable time In processing, any executive of 
Division 2 (Training and Processing) may order a new Committee of 
Evidence In the matter and If It and Its Convening Authority re¬ 
verses the former findings, the labels are applied. But no auditor 
may bo disciplined for auditing either during the period between.-, 
the two findings. 

RECOURSE OF AN AUDITOR 

An auditor disciplined for processing a Potential Trouble * 
Source or a Suppressive Person or a member of a Supprosslve Group, 
may request a Committee of Evidence If he can persuade the Poten¬ 
tial Trouble Source and the Suppressive Person or a representative 
of the Suppressive Group to appear before It. 

The auditor so requesting may also have named as an Interested 
Party or Parties with hlmsolf the person or persons who supplied 
the Information or misinformation concerning his actions. 

No damages or costs may be borne by or ordered by a Committee 
of Evidence In cases Involving Potential Trouble Sources or 
Suppressive Porsons or Groups. 

When the Potential Trouble Sourco or Suppressive Person or 
Group representative fall to appear before a Committee of Evidence 
on a Bill of Particulars labelling persons as Potential Trouble 
Sources or Suppressive Persons or Groups at the published time 
Its convening, tho Bill of Particulars stand as proven and the 



Convening Authority Is bound so to declare. . 

evidence: of disconnection 

Any HCO Secretary may receive evidences of disconnection or 
disavowal or separation or divorce and, on finding them to be bona 
tide, may publicly announce them or. a public board and legal notices 
In tho Auditor. 

The HCO Secretary must place copies of such evidences In the 
Justice file and In the CF folders of all persons named In them. 

The disconnecting person then ceases to bo a Potential Trouble 
Source. ■. 

The procedure for a recanting Suppressive Person or Group Is 
out I I nod above. 

EVIDENCES OF SUPPRESSION 

It Is wise for any Scientologist, HCO Secretary or Committee 
of Evidence In matters concerning Suppressive Acts to obtain valid 
documents, letters, testimonies duly signed and witnessed, affa- 
davits duly sworn to and other matters and evidences which 'would 
have weight In a court of lav;. Momentary spite, slander suits 
charges of Scientology separating families, etc., are then guarded 
against. 

If matters concerning Suppressive Acts are qivan good and 
alert attention, properly enforced, they will greatly accelerate 
■he growth of Sclentology and bring a new calmness'to Its people 
and organizations and far better case gains where they have not 
heretofore been easy to achieve. 

Preclears with prosont time problems, ARC broken with associa¬ 
ted but suppressive persons will not obtain case gains but on the 
contrary, may experience groat difficulty. 

Observance of these facts and disciplines can help us all. 
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